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west and   —it is significant that our first glimpse of the factory system
£^«d    is at Bristol in the fourteenth centuryl.   Secondly:   the
contrast**. West  enjoyed  unrivalled  facilities for  the  transport  of
materials and finished goods.   The Severn was the great
highway which penetrated into the heart of the clothing
counties and linked up the manufacturing centres with the
port of exportation.   Thirdly :  the West had rich grazing
;    lands which supplied the fine wool necessary for the produc-
tion of the better kinds of cloth;   and prosperous sheep-
masters sometimes turned clothiers, as for instance the
Tames of Fairford *.   Lastly : the West exported cloth to
the Low Countries, France and Germany, and these markets
demanded   cloth   of   superior   quality3.   The   North   of
England presents a different picture.   The records of the
Yorkshire woollen industry stretch back to remotest times,
but it remained for centuries in a backward condition.
Yorkshire was not immune from the lethargy which made the
North, with its primitive social and economic system, so
marked a contrast to the South with its advanced civiliza-
tion, its flourishing industry and trade, its organized urban
centres, and its rich and abundant vitality.    Although at a
later period the West Riding imported wool from other
parts of England it was unable, even with the same quality
of wool, to produce the same quality of cloth as the West
Country4.   The superiority of the latter was attributed to
more careful sorting of the wool, improved methods of
dyeing and finishing, and greater specialization.    Yorkshire
sent abroad very large quantities of cloth5, but it supplied
such markets as Russia and Poland which took coarse cloth
to clothe their armies.   The general level of the industry
1 Supra, vol. i. 469.	* Ibid, 479.
8 Also the water of the R. Avon was considered " particularly qualified
for the use of the clothiers ... for dyeing the best colours, and for fulling
and dressing the cloth, so that the clothiers generally plant themselves
upon this River": Defoe, Tour of Great Britain (ed. 1725), ii. Letter i. 43-
44. The water of the Stroud was said to have a peculiar quality for dyeing
red : Camden, Britannia (ed, Gough, 1806), i. 395. See infra, Appendix,
p. 470, No. 4.
4	Hirst, History of the Woollen Trade for the last Sixty Years (1844), 10 ;
Heaton, The Yorkshire Woollen and Worsted Industries, 205-206.
5	Of the 80,000 cloths manufactured annually in the West Riding in
the reign of Charles I., 60,000 went abroad:   Victoria County History,
Yorkshire, ii. 416.

